TOKENOMICS
FOUNDERS
TEAM & ADVISORS
( 171.548 TR )

6% Available at
launch 12 weeks
lock
Linear vesting at 2%
per week thereafter

MARKETING

PLATFORM RESERVE
( 421.122 TR )

( 307.33 TR )

6% Available at
launch or distribution
(if after launch)
12 weeks lock
Linear vesting at 2%
per week thereafter

INITIAL
LIQUIDITY

COMMUNITY
WALLET

1.5 TR

419.622 TR

TRANSPARENCY
To show our long term commitment to the project and the community, Fat Cat Killer

Founders announce that they have locked the Liquidity Pool for 1 Year and they are now

dedicating 99% of their currently available tokens at launch to the community wallet. It’s
part of their ongoing plan to turn the 99% into the 1%.

ALLOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION
OF TOKENS
FOUNDERS TEAM & ADVISORS 171.548 TR
MARKETING 307.33 TR
PLATFORM RESERVE 421.122 TR
Initial LP reserve (no community vote needed) up to 1.5 TR
Extended Liquidity Community Wallet (Subjected to Vote) 419.622 TR

WHITELISTED WALLETS

(Excluded from participating in tokenomics):

FCK Controller Wallet - used for token management
Operational Wallet - Operations commission fees safe
Marketing Wallet - Marketing commission fees safe
Charity Wallet - commission fees safe, sent once a month to a charity of our choice.
Lottery contract - Lottery rewarding holders with prizes
Merchant Wallet - In the future, It will allow us to exclude merchant payments from
tokenomics thus making merchant processing much cheaper.
Multiple Lockup contracts - Team and advisors receive their locked $KILLER in this
wallet/contract
Community Vote Contract - Community decision driven platform expansion wallet

Softcap: N/A no ICO, project is internally funded
Hardcap: 900,000,000,000,000 coins (900 TR)
Fat Cat Killer will launch with 900,000,000,000,000 coins (900 TR) and through burn
will gradually reduce total supply to 9,000,000,000,000 coins (9 TR) or less.

VOTING MECHANISM
Community is responsible for the platform expansion decision.
1 coin = 1 vote | majority vote rules.

1 week notice is given prior to each vote.
Duration of the voting process is 24 hrs.

When participating in the voting process, voting coins cannot be sold or transferred
during a set time voting window.

When the voting period is closed, all voting coins will be unlocked.
As founders, we treat ourselves no different than our advisors, influencers, or developers.
This means we have the same lockup provisions that apply to us all. In our commitment
to transparency, we have locked this into our smart contracts.
Founders lock-up date begins at the launch of $KILLER.

Advisors, Influencers and Developers: lock up date will begin at launch or at the date of
receipt of coins given for contracted services.

Each contract for services, payable in $KILLER, is treated as its own project. Therefore each

project has its own LOCK period, which is defined by the specific date of the coins
received.

LOTTERY
Fat Cat Killer is going to have regular prizes given away at various intervals. $Killer holders

will be able to choose to lock tokens for a period of time to receive a predefined prize (or a
token equivalent if legal and geographical difficulties will arise)
For example:

Locking up 10,000,000,000 tokens for a period of 1 month gives you a chance to win a
Rolex

Locking up 1,000,000,000,000 tokens for a period of 1 year gives you a chance
to win a Lambo

The duration of each round, the required entry and the prize will be defined by the
foundation marketing team.

All tokens locked up for the duration of this give away will be available for withdrawal

after the time is over.

Network fees to stake/participate in giveaways will be paid by participants

themselves.

As well as the network fees to claim the tokens at the end of giveaway.

Multiple entries by the same user are allowed in the increments on single entry

THE LOCK
On the day we launch, 6% is immediately available for withdrawal / sale.
Twelve (12) week lockup period remains in force for 94% of locked coins.

On 13th week, and every week thereafter, 2% of remaining coins are unlocked for
immediate and unfettered use.

After the 59th week, all coins are unlocked.

All Coins, whether locked or unlocked, are visible via portal login on our website - as well
as associated withdrawal status.

When withdrawing coins, the total amount of unlocked coins must be withdrawn together
in a single transaction.

* For influencers getting coins after launch - the start date is the date of coin distribution
and the further lockup is the same as above

TRANSACTION FEES
Transaction fees are locked within ranges for example we can adjust BUY and SELL tax
between 0% and 9% , but we CAN NOT make it more than 9% total on each side.
$KILLER transaction fees

BUY or SELL (9%)
3.5% of each buy/sell will be burned.

This process initially manual will be fully automated and stops when total supply
is at 9 Trillion or “less”

5.5% will be collected from each buy/sell and placed into a company multisig
wallet to be exchanged for BNB and split into 3 parts (Charity, Operation
Expenses, Marketing Expenses):

0.5% of each buy/sell will be sent to a F.C.K Charity Wallet (multi signature) and then
distributed to a selected charity (the selected charity
will change based on world events at the time).

3% of each buy/sell will be moved to the company Operations Wallet (multi
signature). These funds will be used for operating expenses.

2% of each buy/sell will be moved to the company Marketing Wallet (multi signature).
These funds will be used for marketing expenses.

TRANSFER FEE (18%)
7% of each transfer will be burned. This process fully automated and stops when total
supply is at 9 Trillion or “less”

11% will be collected from each transfer and placed into a company multisig wallet to be

exchanged for BNB and split into 3 parts (Charity, Operation Expenses, Marketing
Expenses). Process of conversion initially manual will be replaced with automated
process at a later date:

1% of each transfer will be sent to a F.C.K Charity Wallet (multi signature) and then
distributed to a selected charity (the selected charity will change based on world
events at the time).

6% of each transfer will be moved to the company Operations Wallet (multi
signature). These funds will be used for operating expenses.

4% of each transfer will be moved to the company Marketing Wallet (multi signature).
These funds will be used for marketing expenses.

EXAMPLE OF TRANSACTION LOGIC
When a sender sends the transaction to the receiver a fee of 9% will be collected from
the sender and 9% from the receiver.

So if 100 coins are exchanged, the sender will have to send 109 coins and the receiver

will receive 91 coins.

The 18 coins will be the total fee, 7 coins will be burned and 11 coins will go to the

Tokenomics Wallet.

In Tokenomics Wallet the $Killer coins will be exchanged for BNB (initially manually and
later automatically)

After exchange for BNB the 11 coins will be distributed in the following proportions:

9.09% of coins will go to Charity Wallet, 36.36% coins will go to Marketing Wallet, and
54.55% + remainder coins will go to Operations Wallet.

The fee to sender and receiver can be adjusted from 0-9%, however the proportion of

distribution from tokenomics wallet will be preserved.
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